
Super Bowl XLIX Champions: New England Patriots After a decade of waiting, 
the New England Patriots are the World Champions of professional football 
once again. The Patriots conducted a dominating 2014 Season with the 
franchise s fourth Vince Lombardi Trophy. After winning their sixth straight AFC 
East Title, New England came back twice to defeat Baltimore before 
dominating Andrew Luck and the Colts for the AFC Championship. New 
England then traveled to Glendale, Arizona and dethroned the Seattle 
Seahawks to win Super Bowl XLIX. Experience the journey of the 2014 New 
England Patriots as NFL Films takes you through their extraordinary season. 
With sideline access, award-winning cinematography and pulse-pounding 
music, join Tom Brady, Rob Gronkowski, and head coach Bill Belichick as they 
add another chapter to the storied history of the New England Patriots. Warner
Dragonheart 3: The Sorcerer's Curse When aspiring knight Gareth goes in 
search of a fallen comet rumored to contain gold, he is shocked to instead find 
the dragon Drago (voiced by Academy-Award winner Ben Kingsley). After 
Drago saves Gareth's life the two become intricately bonded, and must work 
together to defeat an evil sorcerer and stop his reign of terror. Along the way, 
Gareth learns the true meaning of being a knight in this fantasy 
action-adventure for the ages! Universal
Whiplash Andrew Neyman is an ambitious young jazz drummer, 
single-minded in his pursuit to rise to the top of his elite east coast music 
conservatory. Plagued by the failed writing career of his father, Andrew 
hungers day and night to become one of the greats. Terence Fletcher, an 
instructor equally known for his teaching talents as for his terrifying methods, 
leads the top jazz ensemble in the school. Fletcher discovers Andrew and 
transfers the aspiring drummer into his band, forever changing the young 
man's life. Andrew's passion to achieve perfection quickly spirals into 
obsession, as his ruthless teacher continues to push him to the brink of both 
his ability-and his sanity. Sony
Zoey To The Max Zoey, a thirteen year old foster child, watches her foster 
family s dog get stolen while she s in charge! The criminals, a pair of Home 
Alone-like thugs, are after the mutt because he is a famous show dog. Zoey 
runs away from the desert on a cross-country adventure with her techy new 
friend in order to track down the dog and save the relationship with her foster 
family. Throughout the film, Zoey must dig-in and fight for the life she's always 
wanted, undergoing sudden personal growth in the process. Cinedigm
Horrible Bosses 2 Jason Bateman, Jason Sudeikis, and Charlie Day return for 
more employee revenge in this follow-up to the 2011 comedy. Sean Anders 
directs from a script by Anders and Jonn Morris. Having narrowly avoided 
prison following the antics of the previous film, Nick (Bateman), Kurt (Sudeikis), 
and Dale (Day) decide to go into business for themselves. When their 
breakthrough product, the Shower Buddy, catches the attention of a wealthy 
entrepreneur named Bert Hanson (Christoph Waltz) who offers to bankroll 
their initial production run, the eager inventors quickly move into 
manufacturing. Proudly filling Hanson's initial order before the deadline, they 
decide to surprise their key investor with the good news, only to get a nasty 
surprise: A shrewd businessman with a serious lack of ethics, Hanson 
announces that he is cancelling the deal. With no investors to keep the 
business afloat, the Shower Buddy factory will soon fall into foreclosure, 
allowing Hanson to scoop up the product at a fraction of the original cost, 
change the name, and reap the profits. Indignant, Nick, Kurt, and Dale hatch a 
plot to kidnap Bert's son Rex (Chris Pine) for a healthy ransom, paying a visit to 
criminal mastermind Dean Jones (Jamie Foxx) for a few pointers on the fine art 
of abduction. Needless to say, nothing goes quite as planned, and as the police 
launch an investigation into the elaborate crime, the hapless trio must once 
again race to stay one step ahead of the law. Jennifer Aniston and Kevin 
Spacey co-stars. New Line / Warner
The Hunger Games: Mockingjay Part 1 Katniss Everdeen, girl on fire, has 
survived. She awakens from the cruel and haunting Quarter Quell deep inside 
the bunkered catacombs of District 13. Separated from some of her closest 
allies and fearing for their safety in the Capitol, Katniss finally agrees to be the 
Mockingjay, the symbolic leader of the rebellion. Still uncertain as to whom she 
can trust, Katniss must help 13 rise from the shadows, all the while knowing 
that President Snow has focused his hatred into a personal vendetta against 
her - and her loved ones. Lionsgate
The Humbling tells the story of aging, suicidal stage actor Simon Axler (Al 
Pacino) and his struggles to find passion for life again. Near his breaking point, 
he finds motivation in the form of a young and lustful lesbian, Pegeen 
Stapleford (Greta Gerwig), who has had a crush on Simon since childhood. As 
their relationship heats up, Simon has a hard time keeping up with the 
youthful and exuberant Pageen. He feels more alive than ever before but with 
many disapproving people protesting their relationship, Simon must decide 
where his true passion lies. Alchemy
The Yu-Gi-Oh Collection: Volume One With his world crumbling into chaos, a 
masked menace known as Paradox travels into the past to eliminate the source 
for his world s destruction the Duel Monsters card game! Standing in his way 
are three legendary duelists who will do whatever it takes to save what s on 
the line their friends, their family and the game they love. For the first time ever, 
Yugi, Jaden and Yusei will team together and battle with all their hearts in a 
duel that will decide the past, present and future! Cinedigm
Peter & The Magic Egg It's an Easter tale for the ages! When Mama and Papa 
Doppler are in danger of losing their farm to the greedy Tobias Tinwhiskers, it's 
up to their son Peter to save it. Featuring animal friends and even Mother 
Nature herself, it's a story the whole family will enjoy! Paramount
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Outlander Season One Volume One British combat nurse Claire Randall is 
reunited with her husband after returning from the battlefields of World War II. 
While on their second honeymoon, she walks through one of the ancient stone 
circles that dot the British Isles and is suddenly transported to 1743 Scotland, 
torn by war and rogue Highland clans. Hurled back in time by forces she cannot 
understand, Claire is catapulted into intrigue and danger when she is accused of 
being a spy. Forced by circumstance to marry an outlawed Highlander, she finds 
herself falling in love and torn by her loyalties to two men in vastly different 
times, all of which may threaten her life and shatter her heart. Diana Gabaldon's 
best-selling book series is stunningly realized by Executive Producer Ronald D. 
Moore in Season One's first eight episodes. Sony
Breaking Amish Los Angeles Leaving their old-world traditions for the streets of 
LA, Iva, Matt, Lizzie, Betsy and Devon risk losing everything and everyone they 
know in pursuit of their dreams. It s a leap of faith into a new life, complete with 
tantalizing temptations and difficult decisions. From "English" fashion 
makeovers to Las Vegas nights, this new world is beyond anything they could 
have ever imagined. Ultimately only they can decide: will they embrace this new 
life or return to the home they left behind? This 3-disc set includes twelve 
episodes, including the reunion special with the whole group setting the record 
straight about the unexpected twists, trysts and painful regrets ofBreaking 
Amish LA. Cinedigm 
Victory at Sea  is a wonderful overview of World War II. The film is fast-paced 
with excellent narration featuring Alexander Scourby, and legendary music by 
Richard Rodgers. A well-produced feature-length version of the TV documentary 
series with actual footage from the battles described, it s emotional and 
provides a good look at what our men and those of our allies, and even enemies, 
faced in WWII. Richard Rodgers, fresh off of several hit Broadway musicals, was 
retained to compose the musical score for the series. Rodgers would contribute 
twelve themes short piano compositions a minute or two in length while Robert 
Russell Bennett did the scoring and conducted the NBC Symphony Orchestra on 
the soundtrack recording sessions. Rodgers' Beneath The Southern Cross 
became No Other Love and was a big hit of the time. Film Chest
Jungle Shuffle It's a jungle out there... Manu and Sacha are two young coatis 
living in the Mexican rainforest. They are deeply in love with each other! The only 
problem is that Sacha is the daughter of the coati tribe's king and Manu is a bit 
of a troublemaker. When Manu's escapades leave the tribe's most worshipped 
statue destroyed, the King exiles Manu to live on his own in the jungle. A year 
later the fumbling youngster has turned into a strapping young male but one 
thing hasn't changed: Manu is still in love with Sacha. When Sacha gets captured 
by human poachers, Manu sets out on a thrilling adventure to save the coati 
princess and redeem himself with the tribe. Cinedigm
Innocence Terrifying hallucinations. Dubious suicides. Blood rituals. Welcome to 
Hamilton Prep. When her mother died in a freak surfing accident, 16-year-old 
Beckett thought that her life couldn't get any worse. She was wrong. In an 
attempt to rebuild their shattered lives, Beckett and her father move to 
Manhattan where she enrolls at an exclusive school and even meets her first 
love. But the young couple's happiness in thwarted by their chilling discovery 
about a group a beautiful teachers who will stop at nothing to maintain their 
youth. Cinedigm
Remote Area Medical During the U.S. debate about healthcare reform, the 
media-reporters and news crews and filmmakers-failed to put a human face on 
what it means to not have access to healthcare. Remote Area Medical fills that 
gap-it is a film about people, not policy. Focusing on a single three-day clinic 
held in the Bristol Motor Speedway in Tennessee, Remote Area Medical affords 
us an insider's perspective on the ebb and flow of the event-from the tense 3:30 
a.m. ticket distribution that determines who gets seen to the routine check-ups 
that take dramatic turns for the worse, to the risky means to which some 
patients resort for pain relief. We meet a doctor who also drives an 18-wheeler, a 
denture maker who moonlights as a jeweler, and the organization's founder, 
Stan Brock, who first imagined Remote Area Medical while living as a cowboy in 
the Amazon rainforest, hundreds of miles from the nearest doctor. But it is the 
extraordinary stories of the patients, desperate for medical attention, that create 
a lasting impression about the state of modern health care in America.Tribeca / 
Cinedigm
To Write Love On Her Arms Based on the true story that started a global 
movement, To Write Love on Her Arms presents a vision of hope, healing and 
redemption. Kat Dennings (2 Broke Girls) stars as Renee, a Florida girl who 
struggles with addiction and abuse. In a creative blend of artistic fantasy and 
music conflicted with harsh reality, Renee discovers the value of genuine 
friendships and embarks on a daunting yet courageous journey toward recovery. 
The film also stars Chad Michael Murray, Rupert Friend and Corbin Bleu. Sony
The Easter Promise & Addie and the King of Hearts Enjoy two inspiring tales of 
tradition with this Mills family double feature! Addie Mills (Lisa Lucas) is a spunky 
and sharp-minded young girl who takes life's lessons to heart and enjoys adding 
fun and variety to the lives of her stern and serious father James (Jason Robards) 
and her quirky Grandma (Mildred Natwick). In The Easter Promise, Addie 
befriends a famous but down-on-her-luck actress (played by Jean Simmons) and 
encourages her to give back to the community by hosting the school fashion 
show and having dinner with one of her old schoolmates - James! Love is in the 
air in Addie and the King of Hearts, as Addie copes with her father's new 
girlfriend and develops a crush of her own during the Valentine's Day dance. 
With each heartwarming adventure in this Dove Family-Approved collection, 
Addie, James, and Grandma Mills remind us of the importance of kindness, 
community, and family. Paramount
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